A thermal hadronic model including two different temperatures to describe the freeze out of the expanding fireball in a ultrarelativistic heavy ion collision is presented. We introduced distinct effective freeze out temperatures for the baryonic and mesonic sectors of expanding fireball. The model is applied to determine and to fit particle population ratios of hadrons produced in the reaction. The proposal is not merely incorporate one additional degree of freedom to the adjustment procedure of data within thermal model, but to stress out a different scenario for the freeze out stage in the collisional process. The reformulated version of thermal model was applied to a set of consolidated data in the literature, offering a rather good improvement in the fitting quality of calculated particle ratios to the data.
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INTRODUCTION
A significant amount of experimental data for particle production in high energy heavy ion collisions (10 -200 GeV /A at center of mass) has been accumulated. Many different theoretical attempts have tried to described these data using thermal models in the approximation of global thermal equilibrium considering only one freeze-out temperature [1] - [14] . Because of its simplicity, the model is well acceptable to treat and explain the data. However the thermal models often are not able to describe adequately all multiplicities of hadrons [4] , for instance, the abundance of strange particles are overestimate and the pion yields are underestimated. In addition, particle number density and total energy density calculated in chemical freezing are overestimated [9] . To overcome these limitations some features have been incorporated in the model, as for example the inclusion of a phenomenological parameter γ s to adjust the strangeness production in the reaction process [5] - [7] , or the inclusion of effects of excluded volume [8] , [9] , [10] . However, the main criticism is that the oversimplified conception of the model makes the connection of the model with more realistic view of the dynamical evolution a hard task. For example, the hydro model [15] or non equilibrium kinetic equation treatments conceptually do not mash with conventional thermal model image. More recent lattice results has been shown that hadronization critical temperature differ significantly from chemical freeze out temperature estimated by thermal model by tens of MeV [16] - [18] .
The question of whether hadrons are born out of chemical equilibrium has been arisen previously to justify the difference between critical and freeze out temperatures before the RHIC results. However, the used arguments were not strong enough to be compatible with RHIC results few years latter [19] - [20] . The solution is still no conclusive but some effort have been made more recently [21] trying to justify the indicative of a small relaxation time of the hadron chemical equilibrium after their born at critical temperature at RHIC. The main idea is to recall the Hagedorn's states, introduced in the 1960's, to quickly drive hadrons to chemical equilibrium [19] . The introduced intermediate resonant state (included in the game) should have a mass spectrum defined by the Hagedorn's temperature, assumed to be adjustable parameter in the statistical calculation.
In present work we decidedly assume that the freeze-out temperature of the thermal model should be considered as being an effective thermodynamic quantity associated to the expanding stage of the system evolution. Indeed, there is no confident estimative to the temperature changes in expanding system starting from the occurrence of hadronization process till to the freeze out phase. Also we have no well-founded reason to support the statement of equal thermal evolution of mesons and baryons sectors between these stages. Consequently, only simplicity arguments basis the conventional thermal model assumption of a common thermal environment for these sectors at the freeze out. A more reasonable working hypothesis would be different effective dynamical freeze out temperatures for these distinct sectors. One argument in favor of this scenario is that after hadronization the chemical equilibrium (if established) is maintained (or reached) dominantly by mean of the meson-baryon and baryon-baryon processes, having differentiated values of cross sections (with baryon-baryon relaxation favored with a large cross section).
The idea of use explicitly two distinct temperature in the thermal model is not new and has been revisited more recently in the literature [22] - [24] . Here we are attributing these effective temperatures to the different hadronic sectors of the system. In addition, the hypothesis of two temperatures can also be thought as a consequence of a temperature distribution in the fireball at the freeze out. Note that more realistic than have an isothermal fireball is to admit that the fireball presents an inner region dominated by baryons (with higher effective temperature) and an outer layer, with lower effective temperature dominated by mesons, an image more compatible with hydro or transport calculations [25] - [30] .
The two effective temperatures evoked for the thermal model still preserves the relatively simple model skill to perform calculation, bringing the this kind of approach closer to the more detailed description of the fireball expansion. Having in mind this qualitative arguments, our purpose in this work is to study particle population ratios using thermal model with this alternative freeze-out scenario. A first condition required to this alternative model is an improving of quality of results obtained with conventional calculation. Thus as a preliminary task we have apply the two-temperature model to different collisional processes with consolidated data set of particle ratios in the literature. We have also analyse the quality of the results in comparison with those ones obtained with the conventional model.
In the next section we will make a detailed presentation of two-temperature thermal model applied to the determination of particles population. In Section 3 we show predictions for particle produced ratio from the modified model compared with the results of conventional thermal calculation. Finally, in the last section we discuss the improvement in the quality of data fitting provided by the proposed model.
HADRONIC THERMAL MODEL WITH TWO TEMPERATURE
In thermal models the particle density of the k-th particle is obtained taking into account the distribution functions of baryons and meson given by the Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distributions functions respectively,
where ε k = p 2 + m 2 k , the minus (plus) sign stands for the Fermi-Dirac (Bose-Einstein) distribution, γ k is the spin degeneracy and µ k is the chemical potential. T i (i = b, m) is the baryonic (i = b) or mesonic (i = m) temperature to be replaced in Eq. (2.1) according to the type of particle. The chemical potential of the kth particle µ k is calculated using the global chemical potential
where {B k , I3 k , S k } are the baryonic, isospin and strageness numbers of the particle. The global chemical potentials are constrained to the conservation of baryonic, isospin and strangeness charges as
where Z i and N i (i = 1, 2) are the number of protons and neutrons of the colliding nuclei and V is the volume of the fireball. The complete baryonic decuplet and mesonic nonet are included, together with around two hundred of other baryonic and mesonic resonances with masses up to 2 GeV. It is also important to point out that final particle population calculated by Eqs. (2.1-2.4) (to be compared to data) should be changed due to the decay chain of included baryon and meson resonances, a process known as the feed-down of particles population. We reformulated the resonance decay feeding processes of the conventional thermal model to make it consistent with the two distinct freeze out temperatures. We have used the well known equations,
where n (t) k is the thermal particle density calculated using Eq. (2.1), and Γ j→k is the probability of particle j to decay into particle k, from experimental data. Note that each thermal population is calculated using a specific effective temperature in Eq. (2.1). Thus, the the decay processes equations are affected by the use of two different temperatures for the hadronic sectors. Only the decuplet and nonet resonances are considered to contribute significantly to the feed-down by their strongly decay channels.
RESULTS AND DISCUSS
To compare results obtained from conventional model with those from two-temperature present here, we have performed the conventional calculation by using the elaborated two-temperature code under the constraint, T b = T m . The two-temperature code was constructed from a previous version of thermal model developed by some of the present authors [13] , [14] . Results are shown in Table  I and II for comparison, using three systems in collision and corresponding data of particles population ratio. The first system data (set C1) is taken from Ref. [3] , as well the second set (set C2). The third data set (C3) was extracted from Ref. [11] . In Table 1 we present the parameters values for the best data fitted through the conventional thermal model. 0.160 2.32A Ni + Ni Table 1 : Results for the thermodynamic parameters for different collisions using conventional thermal model. The error bars in the temperature and baryonic chemical potential are established as the isolated variation in these quantities which leads to a 10% of change in the optimal χ 2 d.o. f value.
In table II we present the model parameter values for the best fitting of calculated ratio of particles to the set of data in table I, now using the two-temperature approach for the freeze out.
From the comparison of the above tables we see that in all analysed systems both effective temperature in Table II (T b and T m ) are lower than the single freeze out temperature in table I (T). Another direct observation is that the fits in table II, reflected by the χ 2 d.o. f values, presents a rather good quality compared with those in Table I .
Experimental Sets
In Figure 1 we show three plots for the system Pb+Pb at 17. In part (b) we depicted the same difference against the baryonic effective temperature, and in c) we show the points in the plane (T b ; T m ). We call attention to the part (a) and (b) of the plots, where the elliptical area generated cover a wide range of δ T , but does not reach δ T = 0. This means that the model with only one temperature is not able to reproduce data with the specified optimal quality level of the fitting. Same situation was observed from similar plots (not shown) for the others analysed systems.
In figures 2 and 3 we show the obtained particles ratios result for the best fitting compared with the experimental data for the analysed system in collision. We can see the excellent agreement between our predictions and experimental data. 
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CONCLUSION
The above results seem very promising and encouraging for explore a more comprehensive data sets existing in the literature. A selection of more consolidated data are in progress since it is usual to have in the literature different data presentations coming from the same experiment, but submitted to differentiated filter or criteria in debugging data. In general for a given reaction the data set of the particle population rate includes only few different particle ratios and it is a hard task to obtain confident model fitting to it.
In our calculation (see results in figures 1-3) we have shown that with the two-temperature thermal model we can obtain excellent fits for the ratios of particles population in a quite wide region of acceptable parameters values. This aspect open a room to accommodate in the model predictions for other reaction observable such as strangeness production, transverse distribution of momentum, total particle-antiparticles ratios, and others. This suggest that the implemented improvement in the model makes the thermal approach more robust to handle with a larger number of colliding system and more comprehensive set of reaction observables. Presently we are working toward this direction in order to certify the proposed model.
